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firm as their representatives, who then perform all the 'functions oi? the managing agents.
The present position is, that only very few of the large number of concerns in which Government has invested,
or to which Government has loaned money,,' give satisfactory results. For some, there does not seem to be much hope of any improvement. For others, there is some hope if the management is greatly improved. We cannot
obviously go into individual cases in a public report of this nature. We understand, Government has itself had all these industries investigated, though it would seem that, in regard to some of them, action which ought to have been taken, for instance, reference to the police, has not been done* We would lay down certain rules which, we think, ought to be followed for the future. Government's financial position will not permit of throwing away good money after bad. There should be no attempt to continue investments in the hope that somehow, in some way, perhaps, things will become better, and the concern will right itself and start paying. When it is clear that there is no reasonable likelihood of success, the best thing to do is to withdraw and save whatever can be saved from the wreck. Sell it off or wind it up, we would say, so as to stave time, energy and the likelihood of future expenditure. We have separately addressed Government at length regarding a specially important instance which came to our notice, in which persistence is likely to involve very substantial losses indeed. Government's financial position being what it is and the need for investment in irrigation projects being likely to take up even more than all the funds it can find, there should be no investment in new industries. In view of the need for capital. Govern-Me nt should attempt to liquidate its investments as soon
as- possible from all the minor concerns, even if they are g'$bd. From others, except the Collieries, the Sugar, the
(jjptton Mills and the Paper Mills, it should withdraw gradually without causing undue dislocation.
r,,To,,..attempt to run  an industry as  a Government ^par.ktt^iit is, in our opinion, to court failure.-   That
flexibility-and .quick decision, which is necessary for* success in business, is bound to be lacking in an ordinary Government department. For the industries which the Government propose to continue to handle, we would suggest that, instead,,of the Industrial Trust' Fund method; Public 'Corporation be formed tvith-1 a

